
Same difference 
How Wimbledon College of Arts students are using the language of drawing 
in the 21st century 
Friday 24 February to Saturday 4 March 2017 /  Monday to Saturday 9am–6pm, Sunday 11am–6pm 
Private View and Meet the Artists – all welcome!  Saturday 25 February 4.30–6pm 
 
 
Frederic Anderson  
Acting on strong formal attractions through the practice of intense observational drawing, I seek 
heightened moments of clarity, in which objects and places are stripped of their ordinary context to 
reveal their innate naked strangeness and interconnectedness.      
info@fredericanderson.com    www.fredericanderson.com 
 
Anna Biesuz   
I’m an Italian artist whose current art practice is focused on the exploration of the inner living we 
experience as a body, trying to make corporeality visually communicable. 
theydonotmove@gmail.com  Twitter/Instagram  @annabiesuz       
 
Su Bonfanti  
'Still', is one of a series of long-exposure photographs, using my body to draw in space. My body 
becomes something unreal: both me and not-me.  
www.bonfantiblog.wordpress.com  Twitter/Instagram  @subonfanti 
 
Qianqian Cai  
My practice incorporates drawing, installation, video and audio composition to express a 
reconstructed relationship between myself and existence. The Length of One-Year Living in London is 
one piece of artwork in my Time Walking Project.  
       When I finished this drawing I had lived in London for almost a year.  Every item in my flat seems 
to be footprints of time passing during this year.  I use lines and a long scroll of paper to follow these 
footprints and portray them objectively.  I recorded the time as I drew. This drawing breaks the 
boundaries of perspective and dimensions, tries to bridge the items and lapses of time, reflects a 
guess about the length of time and reinterprets the relationship with life, time and myself.  
qianqiancaiart@gmail.com  http://qianqiancai.wixsite.com/qianqiancai 
 
Ali Christie  
In my self portraiture I refer to my magazine design past constantly and being an art editor meant 
one of my main jobs was the weekly front cover.  After a short while it became clear there was a 
formula to be followed.  All of us have our own stories we could fit into each category of the 
magazine. So here is my 'generic' cover, placed onto glass so the viewer becomes the cover model. 
aliboodles@btinternet.com 
 
Nichola Clarke   
My work is based on people and movement.  Our everyday movements, gesture, a dancer moving. 
Everyday contact with each other involves a continuous flow of movement which is constantly 
communicating with whoever comes into connection with it. 
In an attempt to highlight the subtleties of these in-between motions I have been trying to isolate 
sequences through animation and using the stills from these to throw it all together simultaneously, 
and running it in sequence. 
artnics2@yahoo.co.uk   07946892706 
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Jing Guo  
The idea that ‘everything is not always as it first seems’ is the core of my practice. I usually play with 
the complex relationship between truth and falsity in an aesthetic way. 
       Traditional Chinese painting is not only my artistic language but also a container to reflect  
my thinking. I usually maintain the styles and techniques of traditional Chinese painting but use 
modern subjects and the feel of modern life instead of traditional subjects in order to create a 
delicate ambiguity.  
boicenut@gmail.com   jingguo.wixsite.com/web-folio  
 
Janine Hall   
‘Walking round squares into cul de sacs’ is a reflection of the place I inevitably end up when I go for a 
walk. I step out of my front door to come inside.  My head that is… 
Janine@j9hq.com   www.janinehall.co.uk  
 
Caroline Holt-Wilson  
I’m interested in the invisible and the space or gaps where the invisible is housed - as it were.  
c.holt-wilson0320161@arts.ac.uk 
 
Glynis Lamond  
This piece ‘Tied off’ is one of a series following a trip to Cluj Napoca in Romania.  In this 
city, between the layers, one gets a passing glimpse of another time and remnants of a 
different society.  Standing in the streets are tall poles supporting the electric power 
lines which service the city, a symbol of the modern day casting long shadows through  
the streets. 
      When I create an artwork, whether it’s a drawing or print, I like to layer up various 
mediums to recreate what I see around me and in doing so build my own pictorial timeline. 
g.lamond0820161@arts.ac.uk  www.Glynislamond.wixsite.com/portfolio  
 
Tina Liveras 
Working intuitively from her imagination, the characters Tina discovers are revealed as she draws. 
They often appear caught in a moment and mid-thought.  Their narrative continues.. 
misstinaliveras@gmail.com  +44 7595 607 640  Instagram @astonishing_tina 
 
Ruth Richmond   
My drawings are a collection of marks and spaces representing my glances to left and right whilst my 
feet are in motion leaving me free to wonder and absorb the world around me.   
ruthrichmond@me.com  Instagram @Ruthrichmond66        
 
Charmaine Watkiss   
I use drawing as a way of re-connecting to an ancient form of expression.  Humanity has an innate 
need to make a mark, to leave a trace of themselves in what ever form that may take.  My marks 
help me to remain present and provide an antidote to the digital age.  
hello@charmainewatkiss.com  Twitter/Instagram @mswatkiss    www.charmainewatkiss.com 
 
Laura Wend   
My response to the natural environment is realised primarily through drawing and photography, 
using the delicate medium of pencil as a metaphor for the fragility of the subject matter.  Drawings 
consist of carefully considered marks, which have been built up and layered. Through their intricate 
nature, works intend to make the viewer aware of time; the time taken to meticulously create such 
drawings and how time has affected the subject matter.  

 l.wend0720161@arts.ac.uk   Instagram @laurawendart   www.laurawend.co.uk  
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